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Early in 2005, IBM Business Consulting Services released a survey that

compiled in-depth interviews with more than 100 sales, marketing, and

merchandising executives at over 20 consumer products and retail

companies. Only 9 percent of the retailers felt their suppliers had “a good un-

derstanding” of their business objectives. The gist of the survey was that

retailers felt the product manufacturers have focused their efforts on the end

users of the products (the consumers), without giving as much priority to

the needs of the other members of their distribution channels—namely, the

retailers to whom they sell.1
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There are several types of participants that make up a distribution channel, so
let’s begin by listing them, as in Chapter 1 with supply chain participants. You
will notice some overlap because, as also previously mentioned, retailers be-
long to several (or many) different supply chains, each group focused on mak-
ing and marketing different products.

Retailers

The characteristic that sets a retailer apart from other members of its distribu-
tion channel is that the retailer is the party who ultimately sells the product to
its end user or consumer. As you know if you’ve ever shopped for anything,
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In addition to a supply chain, manufacturers and retailers participate in another

give-and-take relationship known as a distribution channel or marketing channel.

A distribution channel is similar to, but different than, a supply chain. The distribu-

tion channel is where the “deals” are made to buy and sell products. Sales, negotia-

tions, and ordering are done by these companies, or departments within

companies. Then the supply chain kicks in, to do the “physical” work of manufac-

turing, transporting, and storing the goods; and facilitating the sales with services

like consumer research, extending credit, and providing other services related to

making the products attractive to customers and encouraging their ultimate sale.

In this chapter, you will learn about

� The members of a distribution channel and their functions
� How retailers fit into distribution channels
� How channel relationships are managed
� Strategic alliances

One of the catchphrases of the last decade or so is “B2B,” short for “business-to-

business.” This is a type of distribution channel in which the end consumer is

a business, not an individual.

The lines do blur between modern-day distribution channels and supply chains.

But we will attempt to keep them separate as we describe the functions of each in

relation to the other.

PARTICIPANTS IN  THE 
DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL
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retailers come in many shapes and sizes, so to speak. Retailers may be grouped
according to any of the following four categories:

� Ownership. Every brick-and-mortar retailer can be classified as a large, na-
tional chain store; a smaller, regional chain store; an independent retailer;
or a franchisee.

� Pricing philosophy. Stores are generally either discounters or full-price
retailers. Within the “discounter” category, there are several subcategories
such as factory outlets, consignment stores, dollar stores, specialty discount
stores, warehouse membership clubs, and so on.

� Product assortment. The breadth and depth of product lines carried by
the store depends a lot on its ownership. An Ann Taylor store, for example,
sells Ann Taylor branded clothing—not much breadth of product line there,
but extensive depth in that line. A Kmart, on the other hand, carries thou-
sands of brands, but perhaps does not have much depth (not many brands)
in any given category of product.

� Service level. The more exclusive or specialized the store, the more types of
services it will generally offer—from a name-branded credit card, to on-site
alterations, to liberal return policies for its loyal customers. With the “big
box” discounters, on the other hand, customers pay for convenience and by-
pass traditional service, by bagging their own groceries and the like.

These distinctions between various types of stores will be important as we
discuss their participation in certain distribution channels.

Wholesalers

Wholesalers are intermediaries or middlemen who buy products from manu-
facturers and resell them to the retailers. They take the same types of financial
risks as retailers, since they purchase the products (thereby taking legal re-
sponsibility for them), keep them in inventory until they are resold to retailers,
and may arrange for shipment to those retailers. Wholesalers can gather prod-
uct from around a country or region, or can buy foreign product lines by be-
coming importers.

The term “wholesale” is often used to describe discount retailers (as in
“wholesale clubs”), but discounters are retailers, not technically wholesalers.
And in B2B channels, wholesalers may be called distributors.

Agents and Brokers

Agents (sometimes called brokers) are also intermediaries who work between
suppliers and retailers (or in B2B channels), but their agreements are differ-
ent, in that they do not take ownership of the products they sell. They are 
independent sales representatives who typically work on commission based
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on sales volume, and they can sell to wholesalers as well as retailers. In B2B
arrangements, this means they sell to distributors and end users.

Resident sales agents are good examples in retail. They reside in the
country to which they sell products, but the products come from a variety of
foreign manufacturers. The resident sales agent represents those manufactur-
ers, who pay the agent on commission. A resident sales agent does not always
have merchandise warehoused and ready to sell, but he or she does have prod-
uct samples for which orders can be placed and is responsible for bringing the
items through the importation process.

Retailers that don’t have the money, time, or manpower to send someone
overseas for manufacturers’ site visits to check out the new product lines can
depend on a resident sales agent to do the job.

Buying offices can also be considered a type of agent or broker, since they
earn their money pairing up retailers with product lines from various manu-
facturers.

The Need for Distribution Channels

Why are all these layers needed in distribution? Why can’t a producer simply
sell to a retailer, who sells to a consumer? It’s a fair question, and in some cases,
that is exactly how it happens. But the fact is that many producers are either
too small or too large to handle all the necessary functions themselves to get
their products to market.

Consider the small, specialty manufacturer who is terrific at making fine
leather handbags but may not have the expertise to market its products as well
as it makes them, or they may not have the money to hire a team of full-time
salespeople to court the customers and secure the orders. An intermediary
who works for several small, noncompeting firms can easily handle those func-
tions cost-effectively. An intermediary who specializes in importing and ex-
porting can handle the intricacies of customs paperwork, overseas shipping,
and foreign markets, too.

Conversely, large companies need intermediaries because they are also in
the business of manufacturing, not marketing. Turning out tens of thousands
of cases of soft drinks, for instance, do you think Pepsi has time to take and fill
individual orders from households? Channel members like wholesalers and re-
tailers are useful because they are best at specific aspects of sales in their mar-
kets, leaving the manufacturers to do what they do best—which is turn out the
best possible product.

Having a distribution channel breaks the whole buying and selling process
and all its related negotiations into manageable tasks, each performed by com-
panies that specialize in certain skills. Using an import wholesaler, for example,
can be handy because they know the laws and customs of the suppliers’ na-
tions; and they generally offer their own lines of credit so the retailer won’t have
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We’ll set aside business-to-business channels for now and look at the four sim-
ple types of retail distribution channels for consumer products:

� Direct channel. This is when the same company that manufactures a
product sells it directly to the consumer or end user. Dell, as mentioned in
Chapter 1, is a direct channel marketer. Mail-order catalog sales companies,
like Lands’ End, are also direct channel sellers.

� Retailer channel. This is when the producer sells to the retailer, and the
retailer sells to the consumer.

� Wholesaler channel. Intermediaries play a role here, as the manufacturer
sells to a wholesaler . . . who sells to a retailer . . . who sells to the consumer.

� Agent or broker channel. The most complex arrangement involves sev-
eral transactions, often because the merchandise is being imported. The
producer sells to an agent . . . who sells to a wholesaler . . . who sells to a re-
tailer . . . who finally sells to the consumer or end user.

� Dual channel or multiple channel. This term refers to the use of two
or more channels to sell products to different types of customers. A lawn-
mower manufacturer, for example, might sell some product lines at retail
and others to commercial lawn care companies, each requiring different in-
termediary services.

How Channels Are Chosen

Although retailers drive distribution channels, it is not usually the retailer who
makes the decision to utilize one channel over the others. The producer of the
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to deal with currency exchange or negotiate payment terms with a bank in
another country.

Another advantage of the distribution channel is its ability to even out the
natural ebbs and flows of a supply chain. This comes from the ability of some
channel members to store excess goods until they are needed, and to stockpile
goods in anticipation of seasonal sales peaks. Depending on how close their re-
lationships, channel members may also work together to purchase goods or
services in greater quantity at discounts, passing the savings on to customers.

Even for consumers, the distribution chain is handy—beyond handy, in
fact! It has become a necessity in our society. What if there were no supermar-
kets, for instance? Can you imagine how much more time and money you
would spend having to buy every item at its source? How practical would it be
to run out to the nearest farm to pick up a quart of milk and some salad ingre-
dients on your way home from work?

TYPES OF CHANNELS
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product makes this decision. There are several characteristics of product lines
that make them more or less appropriate for a particular type of channel.
Briefly, these characteristics can be summarized as follows:

� The products themselves. If a product is perishable, like many grocery
items, it requires the shortest, most direct distribution channel—which
means the fewest possible intermediaries along the way. If a product is cus-
tomized, like an expensive assembled-to-order computer system, it also ben-
efits from a short distribution channel. There is no need for intermediaries
when a customer orders a custom product directly from the company that
makes it.

Long distribution channels correspond to small purchases, either be-
cause the retailer doesn’t carry much inventory or the consumer buys the
item in small quantities.

� The type of customer. Who are the customers, what do they need and ex-
pect from their shopping experience, and where are they willing to go to buy
this type of product? How much quantity do they buy at a time? A channel
may be chosen because it best reflects the end users’ buying habits.
Business-to-business customers have completely different needs and buying
habits than individual consumers.

� Market size. This factor encompasses two things: the population of an area
and whether it is urban or rural. It is easier to sell direct to customers in a
large city with lots of potential outlets for a product line. The more widely
dispersed the stores, the more logical the dependence on agents and
wholesalers—or on multiple retailers in different cities—to keep product
sales strong and steady.

� The producer’s level of control. Most top-dollar clothing designers and
fragrance manufacturers do not want their products showing up anywhere
and everywhere. They’ve worked hard to build an exclusive reputation, and
they expect their distribution channel to work just as hard to protect and en-
hance their upscale image. These producers will choose a distribution chan-
nel that ensures no discount merchants have access to their lines, and they
will count on the members of their channel to honor their wishes and not
make bargain “deals.”

� The size of the producing company. A producer is likely to sell direct
when the company is large enough to handle the additional responsibilities
that intermediaries would otherwise provide—credit to customers, ware-
houses for their own goods, the ability to hire and train their own sales rep-
resentatives. Smaller producers require a larger distribution chain in order
to fill these roles.

� The size of the retailers. A segment of the industry that is fragmented,
with most of the stores operating as single units, requires the distribution
channel to be longer. This was the case in the 1980s with video rental
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stores, for example, until Blockbuster Video opened and began its climb to
dominate the market.

Types of Distribution within Channels

The channel members may handle different portions of the transaction, but
they must all agree on the end result—that the product(s) will be placed in the
market in the manner desired by the producer or manufacturer, and that
placement of the product(s) meets the contractual agreements of producer,
retailer, and everyone in-between.

Once a channel is selected, the distribution strategy can take three different
forms. They are listed as follows, from most restrictive to least restrictive—and
remember, in retail, the term “restrictive” does not automatically have a nega-
tive connotation.

� Exclusive distribution is thought of most frequently for high-dollar products
such as luxury cars or Rolex watches, but the fact is that even small-ticket
items like toys are considered exclusive when they are in high demand.

In an exclusive distribution agreement, one retail store or chain of stores
has the legal right to market and sell the product line in a geographic area.
Exclusive distribution is sometimes requested by the retailer, not the pro-
ducer, to ensure that the retailer has something unique, that customers
can’t get anywhere else. This may also mean the retailer commits to not
selling any products that are going to compete with the line. In exchange,
the producer or manufacturer offers sales assistance, training, point-of-
purchase materials, and other perks to the exclusive distributor.

Such a distribution arrangement can work toward the “exclusive” image
of the product (because it’s harder to get), the retailer (for having “the only
ones” available), and the manufacturer (by implying that the company is
interested in marketing “quality, not quantity.”)

In B2B commerce, exclusive distribution works well for extremely special-
ized product lines, such as heavy equipment or high-tech products, ordered
to the customer’s specifications and budgeted for in advance of the pur-
chase.

� Selective distribution means the retailers are carefully screened, and only a few
are permitted to carry the product line. As with exclusive distribution, part of
the goal here is to enhance the image of the product by making it harder (but
certainly not impossible!) to obtain. This allows the retailer to charge full
price. The ladies’ clothing industry is full of selective distribution agreements
between designer labels and so-called “finer” department stores. (The pro-
ducers may have other, lower-priced merchandise lines to sell to discounters;
but these are generally sold under separate, secondary brand names.)
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Business realities do not always support the sharing of data among partners in distribution channels
and/or supply chains. It makes sense that concerns about privacy and competitive advantage often
lead channel partners to decisions not to share some data, such as sales and demand forecasts.

Jim Alexy is the CEO of Network Services Company, a multibillion-dollar distribution organization.
Prior to coming to Network Services, he held senior management positions at several of the
manufacturers whose products Network Services sells, so he speaks from the perspective of both
manufacturer and wholesale distributor.

“In a perfect world, yes, [sharing data] is a great idea,” Jim told us,“But if you do, it’s only a matter
of time before some company turns it against you. Each company has its own quarterly manage-
ment incentive plans, and people will do what they need to do to meet their numbers.”

Companies do share data about things such as product demand and inventory levels. The 
problem is that they often modify this data to their own advantage—inflating their demand num-
bers, for instance, in order to ensure that they will get the amount of product they think they will
really need.

“Most manufacturers have some sort of productivity targets they need to hit,” Jim explained.
“When they look at the demand data they get from customers, it is so inaccurate that if they re-
sponded to all the fluctuations, their production costs would go up and they still wouldn’t be pro-
ducing the right items anyway.”

So companies take the data that others share with them and run their own projections.“When I
was CEO at Sweetheart Cups,” Jim recalled,“there was a guy who worked for me who built great
demand forecast models. He collected all the data and factored in historical trends and ran the
model. Then, he looked at the results and tweaked them in places where he had a strong hunch or
some special information. And then after all of that, his forecasts still weren’t as accurate as they
could be—because one of our major customers, like McDonald’s, wouldn’t tell us about a big pro-
motion they were planning to run, and we’d be caught short in 12-ounce cups or something. They
didn’t always tell us, because they didn’t want word to get out and then have a competitor take
action to counter their promotion.”

As a result of the tinkering that companies do, the data can get pretty distorted at times. Nonethe-
less, data sharing has enabled some major improvements.

“I think there has been a lot of inventory taken out of the system,” said Jim.“Just-In-Time inventory
has resulted in major savings for everyone.”

Just-In-Time (JIT) inventory is often implemented through a technique called vendor-managed in-
ventory (VMI). Using this technique, as Wal-Mart suppliers do, they can monitor inventory levels of

S H A R I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N :  H O W  F A R  S H O U L D  

C O M P A N I E S  G O ?
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The fact is that modern-day companies are often forced to participate in distri-
bution channels for practical reasons—not really because they want to be
“part of the team.” They need the efficiency and the economy of scale, al-
though in some ways, this kind of cooperation runs counter to the tough,
competitive side of traditional retailing.

Channel cooperation would be ideal—a joint effort of all the members to
create a supply chain that is flexible, gives each partner a competitive advan-
tage, and ultimately provides the best product and related services to the cus-
tomer. However, whether you’re selling candy bars or luxury automobiles,
conflict does occur when the members of a distribution channel choose differ-
ent ways to operate within the system, have differing goals, or balk at sharing
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� Intensive distribution is the closest thing to blanket coverage in retail, a “you
can find it anywhere” theory of marketing. Snack items, like candy and soft
drinks, are great examples of intensive distribution—their individual unit
prices are so low that thousands must be sold to make a profit.

Ironically, this intensive product availability requires a large and complex
distribution channel in order to cover all the sales outlets, from supermarkets
and convenience stores to vending machines and restaurants. Manufacturers
of these products depend heavily on their wholesalers to handle the sales
functions—and will drop a wholesaler who is not performing well based on
sales figures—which makes this type of wholesaling very competitive.

their own products within the companies sell to. The retailers share inventory and sales numbers,
so the supplier can keep the inventory stocked at the right levels.

Retailers continuously weigh the costs and benefits of sharing data and working together. Do they
work with only a small group of trusted suppliers and allow them to manage their own inventory
in-store? Can they risk the downsides of working with only a few suppliers, when things like labor
strikes, sudden price hikes, or production problems might leave the stores in the lurch?

And there are more nagging questions: Can they risk confidential information being leaked to com-
petitors? How open should they be with other channel members? It is very hard for companies to
develop the level of credibility and trust needed to establish tight working relationships. In the
meantime, they do realize the benefits of sharing tools and skills that allow them to analyze data
and make decisions.

Like so many other aspects of business, information sharing is a trade-off.

CHANNEL RELATIONSHIPS
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information. Areas of potential channel conflict are many. They can arise
naturally from competition between multiple members of the same channel—
retailers or wholesalers—who carry the same product line. They will also oc-
cur when retailers have service issues with the products and want to handle
returns, repairs, or exchanges differently (say, more generously) than what the
manufacturer is willing to do. A very common source of channel conflict is a
producer’s decision to either increase or decrease prices. The wholesalers take
the flack about it from retailers—who, in turn, must listen to consumers’ com-
plaints, at least in the case of price hikes.

There is a hierarchy in all distribution channels, whether the participants
like it or not. The company that has the most authority in the channel is re-
ferred to as the channel leader or channel captain. In this case, “author-
ity” means the partner’s ability to either influence or control the behavior of
any of the other partners in the channel.

It’s safe to say that no one in any distribution channel or supply chain wields
as much authority in retail today as Wal-Mart. The world’s largest retailer liter-
ally treats its suppliers like extensions of its own business—manufacturers and
wholesalers have free access to real-time data about how their product lines
are selling at any Wal-Mart store, any time. Sharing this information allows the
suppliers to plan their production runs, make their importing decisions, and so
on. Hundreds of manufacturers have offices in Bentonville, Arkansas, just to be
conveniently located for Wal-Mart, and they consider it a small price to pay for
increased access to their giant retail partner. In exchange, this Channel Captain
Extraordinaire can require extraordinary things of its smaller partners, from
price cuts to the acquisition and use of expensive new technology like radio fre-
quency identification.

In business-to-business channels, Ford is known for its incredibly collabo-
rative relationships with suppliers, who do more than provide materials and
parts—they help design the vehicles Ford produces.2 Similarly, any manufac-
turer that uses a Just-In-Time (JIT) system, with offices for supplier representa-
tives on-site in its plants, has forged a unique type of channel relationship.

Like any kind of power, channel leadership can be wielded to the benefit
or detriment of the other companies. Wal-Mart’s situation aside, channel cap-
tains may take the lead in negotiating with a participating company that is not
fulfilling its responsibilities—orders are late; the company hasn’t updated its
computer systems; it may be struggling financially; the CEO is uncommunica-
tive or argumentative. Whatever the case, if the end result is that it’s bogging
down everyone else in the channel, then something must be done.

It is important to note that in a distribution channel, any of the partici-
pants can refuse to do business with any of the others—as long as someone
amenable to the entire group is tapped to take over the role that the ousted busi-
ness has played. This game of “musical chairs” is difficult at best, and disastrous
at worst. It’s better for everyone if the participants can figure out how to get
along.
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Companies participate in distribution channels, which determine their supply
chain relationships. Channel members negotiate with each other and offer
complementary resources and services to move products “down the line”
from manufacturers to consumers. Then, the supply chain partners provide
the raw materials and logistics to meet the channel requirements.

Retail distribution channels consist of some combination of producers or
manufacturers, agents or brokers, wholesalers or distributors, importers, and
retailers. Each step along the channel has a specific purpose that is met by one
or more member companies. Distribution channels are important because
they allow for a continuous flow of product despite the natural peaks and
slumps experienced in manufacturing and sales. They also provide efficiency,
economies of scale, and cost savings to members of the channel. The types

Chapter Summary 41

Strategic Alliances

A third and similar partnership arrangement between separate companies
with products or skills to share is the strategic alliance, which allows them
to share the use of already-established distribution channels in pursuit of busi-
ness growth in new markets. Retailers have been forging strategic alliances
since the 1950s, and the pace continues unabated today as stores continue to
branch into international sales.

A strategic alliance is more than two companies holding shares of each
others’ stock, or ordering merchandise jointly for added buying power. In order
to be truly strategic, the alliance must have all three of the following charac-
teristics:

1. It must be collaborative. It should not involve the stronger channel
member barking orders to the weaker one.

2. It must be horizontal. That is, it must be forged between companies of
the same type, two retailers or two wholesalers.

3. It must be beneficial to both. This requires common objectives and the
willingness to communicate and share knowledge.

A promising collaboration would be the alliance of two similar types of re-
tailers in two different countries to share product lines, invest in technology to-
gether, and learn from each other. In so doing, they use each others’ distribution
channels in the new country.

Retailers commonly belong to several strategic alliances. They offer a way
to share the risks of business expansion that, if undertaken separately, the
individual companies may lack the time, money, or expertise to manage.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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1. If retailers “drive the distribution channel,” as stated in this chapter, then
why does the ultimate decision about which channel to choose rest with
the manufacturers or producers of the products?

2. Think of a product that you buy in the supermarket regularly. Now, de-
scribe who the members of its distribution channel might be. From what
you notice as a consumer, are they doing a good enough job? Why, or
why not?

3. Do you think channel relationships can get too comfortable or cozy; that
perhaps sharing information can work against the end users instead of to
their benefit? Can you think of any steps or services in a supply chain that
should never be entrusted to other members of a distribution channel—
and if so, why not?

4. In the discussion of potential channel conflict and companies that aren’t
holding up their end of responsibilities, in each of the situations men-
tioned (orders are late, CEO is argumentative, etc.), write a paragraph
describing what the other channel members might do to remedy the
problem without dropping the business from the channel.

5. What would make a producer enter into a strategic alliance for interna-
tional business? How is it different than what a retailer would consider?

and numbers of channels a retailer participates in depend on many factors,
all of which were listed and described in this chapter.

As with any type of business collaboration, pressure to perform can be intense
among members of the channel, and numerous areas of potential conflict
were discussed, including the dominance of channel leaders, for better or
worse. However, most companies cannot avoid being channel members in this
competitive and highly technological retail age.

The chapter ended with a brief definition of strategic alliances, partnerships
that allow companies to use each other’s existing distribution channels to
grow business.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

ENDNOTES
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